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Equity markets surge on hopes US Fed may pause rate hikes 

After a terrible finish to Q3, heavily oversold global equity markets rebounded sharply in 

October on hopes the US Fed may be about to slow the pace of interest rate 

hikes.  However, while the Bank of Canada did increase their key policy rate .50%, less 

than the expected .75%, the US Fed increased their Fed Funds rate by .75% but offered 

little hope of a pivot. During the Q&A session, Fed Chair Powell crushed any likelihood 

of a near term pause in rate hikes saying that was “very premature”. 

Bonds continued to suffer one of their worst years on record.  For example, the FTSE 

Canada Long Bond Index fell -2.82% in October and -23.19% year-to-date.  

The US Fed has now raised rates by .75% four consecutive times in an effort to curb 

inflation back down to the 2% range. While many prices have fallen and numerous 

economic indicators are showing signs inflation is rolling over, key prices such as food, 

shelter and energy remain stubbornly high and coupled with the Ukraine war and a 

persistently tight US labour market, it is possible the Fed will keep raising rates well into 

mid 2023.  

Ultimately, the price performance for stocks and bonds will be substantially 

determined by the pace of inflation and resulting monetary policy.  

In October the S&P/TSX Composite and TSX 60 jumped by +5.6% and +5.7%, 

respectively. Year to date, the S&P/TSX Composite index is far outperforming US 

indices thanks to a heavy weighting, and the massive outperformance, of the energy 

sector. In October, all but the Materials and Utilities subindices rose led by Energy and 

Infotech. The TSX Energy capped subindex of exploration and production companies is 

up a whopping 60% year to date. 



 

Heavily oversold US equity markets generally outperformed other global indices in 

October. The more value focused Dow Jones Industrials Average index posted the best 

performance adding +14%, its best gain since 1976. Shrugging off disappointing big 

tech earnings and aggressive US Fed, the S&P 500 saw its best month since July, with 

a total return of 8%. Even the hard hit Nasdaq index recorded a 4% gain although year 

to date the tech heavy index is down over 30%. Unfortunately these type of very volatile 

moves are more associated with bear market rallies. 

Every S&P 500 sector finished higher with Energy in the lead and every reported U.S. 

equity factor index also rose, led by Value and Momentum. Outside the tech titans, 

earnings figures have been relatively encouraging and smaller companies have been 

riding the positive sentiment to double-digit gains.  

Hong Kong and China stocks again recorded sharp losses in October due investor 

concerns surrounding its slowing economic growth, zero tolerance covid lockdowns, 

slumping property market, US/China tensions and anti market policies from third term 

President Xi.  

 
 



 
 

 

The Ukrainian war, ongoing tight supply and constraints along with rumors China may 
lower its strict covid lockdown policy and a pending Russian price cap, all helped push 
oil prices higher in October. Base metal prices weakened following more data showing 
slowing China growth and the growing chances of a global recession.  
 
Ultimately, the price of commodities, notably energy, is being driven by the fight 
between the downward pressure from a deteriorating global and China economy and 
soaring US dollar against the upside impact from constrained supply, Ukrainian war, still 
strong consumer demand and strong jobs market.  
 
 

PI Financial managed portfolios posted solid gains 

 
All PI Financial managed model portfolios recorded positive gains of at least 2.7% in 
October with the US Growth and Focus 15 portfolios leading the group with total returns 
of +5.86% and +5.56% respectfully (excluding fees).    
 
The Dividend Growth portfolio had the third best gain of +4.65%, while the Balanced 
portfolio, holding both stocks and bonds, produced a good gain of +2.77%. 
 
Year to date, all of our portfolios continue to struggle along with falling financial markets 
across the board. Aside from energy and cash, there are few places to hide.  So far this 
year, only our large cap Canadian Equity portfolio was approximately unchanged due to 



our more defensive holdings such as Intact Financial, Dollarama and Alimentation 
Couche Tarde. 
 
On a longer term basis of 3 years or more, all of our model managed portfolios 
have produced positive absolute returns and outperformed their benchmarks 
(excluding fees).  Again, only our High Yield Dividend Growth portfolio has 
underperformed its benchmark on a 3 year basis because of its benchmark’s 
exceedingly high 32% energy weight. 
 
We retain a much higher cash weighting in most of our portfolios and a more defensive 
equity stance given the elevated risks. While we expect equity markets to record a 
broad based seasonal rally in the near term we do not expect to see a sustained upturn 
until inflation falls more aggressively and/or the US Fed pauses their interest rate 
hikes.   

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



PI Canadian Equity Portfolio +3.87% in October 
 

 
 

The PI Canadian Equity Model ('PICEM') Portfolio increased by +3.87% for the month 

while its benchmark, the S&P | TSX 60 Total Return Index increased +5.65%. The S&P | 

TSX Composite Total Return index increased by +5.57%. 

 

Year to date, the portfolio decreased -0.73% vs -6.11% for the benchmark and -6.19% for 

the S&P TSX Composite (total return).  

 

Since inception, September 8, 2015, the PI Canadian Equity Model portfolio has produced 

a total return of +111.96% vs +82.77% for the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 investment 

would now be worth $211,960 for an annualized gain of +11.1% per year vs 8.8% per year 

for the benchmark. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



PI Dividend Growth Portfolio +4.65% in October 
 

 
 

The PI Canadian Dividend Growth Model ('PICDGM') Portfolio increased +4.65% for the 
month compared to the portfolio's benchmark, the S&P | TSX Dividend Aristocrats Index 

which increased +3.34% in the month, while the S&P |TSX Composite index increased 

+5.57% (total return). 

 

Year to date, the portfolio decreased -7.07% on a total return basis compared to -5.97% by 

the benchmark and -6.19% for the S&P | TSX Composite Total Return Index.  

 

Since inception, September 8, 2015, the PI Canadian Dividend Growth Model portfolio has 

produced a total return of +99.41% vs +66.77 for the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 

investment would now be worth $199,410 for an annualized gain of +10.13% per year vs 

7.41% per year for the benchmark. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI Focus 15 Portfolio +5.56% in October 

 

 

 

Our most growth oriented portfolio, the PI Focus 15 ('PIFF') Growth Model Portfolio, 

increased 5.56% for the month compared to its benchmark, the S&P | TSX Composite 

Total Return Index which increased 5.58%. 

 

Year to date, the portfolio decreased -10.13%, while its benchmark decreased -6.12% (total 

return). Since inception, October 31, 2016, the PI Focus 15 Growth Model Portfolio has 

produced a total return of +63.10% vs +57.30% for the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 

investment would now be worth $163,100 for an annualized gain of +8.50% per year vs 

7.80% per year for the benchmark. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI Canadian Equity Plus +3.24% in October 
 

 
 

 

The PI Canadian Equity Plus Model ('PICEP') portfolio increased by 3.24% in the month, 

while its benchmark, a blend of 65% weighting in S&P TSX 60 Index and 35% MSCI All 

Country World ex Canada Index increased 5.68% and the S&P TSX Composite Total 

Return Index increased 5.68%. 

 

Year to date, the portfolio has returned -11.88% vs -8.81% for the blended benchmark; 

while the S&P TSX Composite has declined -6.12% (total return) and the S&P 500 has 

declined -17.70%.  

 

Since inception, June 4th, 2018 the PI Canadian Equity Plus Model portfolio has produced 

a total return of +34.78 vs +38.77% for the blended benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 

investment would now be worth $134,780. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI High Yield Dividend Growth +3.38% in October  
 

 
 

The PI High Yield Dividend Growth model (PIHYDG) portfolio increased +3.38% in the 

month while its benchmark, the S&P TSX Composite High Dividend Index increased 

+5.41% and the S&P TSX Composite increased +5.57%.  

 

Year to date, the portfolio decreased -3.59% vs +1.17% for the S&P TSX High Dividend 

Index and a decrease of -6.19% for the S&P TSX Composite (total return). 

 

Since inception, December 7, 2018, the PI High Yield Dividend Growth Model portfolio has 

produced a total return of +38.24% vs +54.68% for the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 

investment would now be worth $138,240. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI Balanced +2.77% in October  
 

 
 

The PI Balanced Model ('PIBMP') Portfolio increased +2.77% in the month while its 

benchmark, a blend of 40% Canadian Aggregate Bond Index, 30% S&P/TSX 60 Index and 

30% S&P 500 Index increased 3.41%. Year to date, the portfolio has decreased -5.03% vs -

10.36% for the blended benchmark. 

 

Since inception, August 21st 2019, the PI Balanced Model portfolio has produced a total 

return of +16.47% vs +17.41% for the blended benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 investment 

would now be worth $116,470. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PI US Growth +5.86% in October  
 

 
 
The PI US Growth Model ('PIUSG') Portfolio increased by +5.86% for the month while its 
benchmark, the S&P 500 Total Return Index increased +8.10%. The NASDAQ 100 Total 

Return index increased by +4.01%. 

 

Year to date, the portfolio declined -18.95% vs -17.70% for the benchmark and -29.64% 

for the NASDAQ 100 (total return).  

 

Since inception, June 29, 2021, the PI US Growth Model portfolio has produced a total 

return of -7.71% vs -8.11% for the benchmark. Thus, a $100,000 investment would now be 

worth $92,290. All returns are exclusive of any fees. 

 
 
For more information about all of the PI Financial model portfolios please contact 
your PI Financial Portfolio Manager or Investment Advisor.  
 
If you do not currently have a PI Financial professional assisting you and would like to 
learn more about our discretionary model portfolios please click here 
pifps@pifinancialcorp.com. 
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